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B 7

A 4

We make endless decisions in a second but the first decision 
we make is: Is it right or wrong?
A decision to make or not to make a different.

Where is our middle?

The condition of dichotomy, 

a train of thought of the psychology and awareness.



blaze leggings
drama dress

blaze socks



leave a scar coat
mermaid onesie

B 5

mermaid socks



ultra marine longsleeve

ultra marine leggings
two sides skirt

stardust shirt

ultra marine socks



The earth splits at the equator in the polar 
zones from hot to cold. The North Pole, the 
South Pole and the temperate climate zone, 
are all completely different but balance each 
other out. One can’t stand without the others.
 
In the last fifty years, humans changed our 
climate zone through the CO2 and methane 
emission in such a negative way.
If human kind does not start reducing the 
emissions that are pollution the world the 
chance of saving this planet are slim to none. 

The key component of this collection is 
reflecting on the beauty of asymmetry. 
We aren’t ready to change our way of 
life. The contradiction of dichotomy is 
to create a new middle between A and 
B. We are split into two pieces, one piece 
is constantly comparing and the other 
piece is celebrating differences.

We have to decide between intuitive 
and rational. 
It is a combination of psychological and 
mathematical view. We have to start 
thinking about our actions, to be able to 
start making a change.

In our world are many things that 
are in comparison to one another. 
On one side there is a positive and 
then there is the negative, and they 
are standing against one another. 

Is there a way of doing both, that 
define a new middle?

DICHOTOMY



various layer jacket

torrent trousers
mermaid body

A 4

white socks



B 3

mirrored glitter shirt
breezy skirt

dinky leggings
dinky socks



A 6

ruffle trousers
mermaid aqua dress

split body

mermaid socks



Asymmetry is the exactly the middle. 
The garments are mainly playing with the 
perspectives of the viewer. 
Each perspective will look like a different 
piece. When each view is put together it 
paints a perfect picture of asymmetry. Each 
colour would not normally be combined 
with one another, and exactly that makes 
for a phenomenal overall image. 
Melting the fabrics together not only shows 
the climate change in terms of the desert 
heat that is rising, but also in the icecaps 
that are melting. 
This Collection is the perfect gathering of 
negatives and positives that  the middle 
that we are all looking for.

Let’s start thinking about what we are doing and 
what the perfect middle is, because
sometimes we can have both.

This collection is a representation of complete 
opposites and the beauty of finding 
the perfect middle. 

dinky longsleeve 
reflector body 

frizzles pants 
turquoise leggings 

turquoise socks



fusion jumpsuit 

B 7

white socks




